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ISLE OF MAN. WHERE YOU CAN

the Isle of Man Government’s three key priorities

Grow the
economy

Balance
the budget

Protect the
vulnerable

Foreword
Securing our Island’s future
In a changed and intensely competitive world the
achievement of economic growth is more important,
and more challenging, than ever before.
Growth, the first of the Isle of Man Government’s
three key priorities, is essential to sustain
employment opportunities and living standards. It is
also necessary to generate the revenue to support
our other priorities of rebalancing the budget and
protecting the vulnerable.
The Island is strongly placed for further growth.
We have established a clear international reputation
for leadership on global issues, for innovation and
diversity, and for a dynamic working partnership
between the public and private sectors.
We have built a stable and resilient economic base,
offering security and quality service to customers
around the world.
And as the Vision2020 research confirms, there is
potential for fresh development across a broad range
of sectors, from financial services to local food and
from ICT to offshore energy.
But as many more countries, large and small, are
now looking for the same sort of opportunities, there
is tough competition in most of these markets.

While the Isle of Man’s impressive performance
over the past 30 years is grounds for confidence, it is
in itself no guarantee of success in the future.
To realise the opportunities available to us, we
must refocus on what will make us stand out from
the competition in the years ahead – the delivery of
excellence, quality and professionalism in everything
that we do. To put it simply, we have to be the best to
win the business.
For Government this means ensuring that the
environment the Island has to offer is truly businessfriendly, and it means encouraging a society that is
open to new people, new ideas and new investment.

We have established
a clear international
reputation for leadership on
global issues, for innovation
and diversity

At the same time we must take care to preserve the
special quality of life that is valued by all residents.
Alongside the removal of unnecessary barriers to
enterprise, innovation and growth, we must prioritise
resources to develop the skills that the economy
needs. There has been encouraging progress in both
these directions, but more needs to be done.
This document indicating the broad way forward
for the Island’s economy complements the detailed
sector strategies that are being developed. It has
been produced following input from the business
community, whose continuing positive support is
much appreciated.
However, the economic challenge now facing the
Isle of Man is one for the whole community, not just
for business leaders and Government.
Making sure the Island is the best place to do
business is a matter for everyone, for all have a role
to play and all are affected by economic success or
failure.
It will need to be a real team effort, and I am
confident that our team can win.
Hon Allan Bell MHK
Chief Minister
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Vision2020 – a strategy for economic success
Compared with global trends, the Isle of Man
economy has performed exceptionally well over
the last 30 years and has enjoyed unbroken growth.
The World Bank rated the Isle of Man 8th in the
world in 2012 in terms of national income per
person – 30 years ago it was not in the top 50.
Given this enviable success, some may ask why is it
necessary to review economic strategy?
There are 2 key factors. Firstly, the global
economy continues to change rapidly, especially
in important sectors for the Isle of Man such as
financial services, so standing still is not an option.
Secondly, the Isle of Man is at its most successful
when it is anticipating future change and pursuing
new opportunities. Vision2020 is our response to
both factors.
Economic success requires effective joint effort
by both the public and private sectors toward a
common vision. In 2004, a major public/private
review1 resulted in an ambitious economic vision

1. Economic Strategy Review, 2004; Economy 2014

for the Isle of Man by 2014. The over-riding theme
of that Economy 2014 review was diversification.
Those plans were put into effect such that today
our economy is more diverse in terms of both the
range of sectors and the global markets we serve
than ever before.
It is now vital that we continue to innovate. We
need to identify opportunities, analyse where we
need to change and develop ideas for our long
term prosperity. To develop this vision for our future
economy, we engaged many leaders in both the
public and private sectors over a 6 month period
and through a wide range of means.
The resulting Vision2020 now builds upon the
plans set out in Government’s document ‘Discover
the Agenda for Change in Our Economy’ which
was published in March 2013.
Vision2020 has focused on the wealth-creating
sectors. This does not mean other sectors are
less important, but if we understand and meet the

needs of the wealth-creating sectors then all other
sectors –including the public and third sectors –
can benefit from the successes.
This work has resulted therefore in growth plans
for key wealth-creating sectors which are already
being put into action. This document is intended
to summarise these plans to give a vision for the
Isle of Man’s economy by 2020.
To be truly successful, all our community must
share in our economic success. Businesses need
to have a base from which they can continue to
compete and grow. Residents need a diverse range
of job opportunities that allow each individual to
achieve their full potential while continuing to enjoy
a high quality of life, including excellent public
services.
Vision2020 offers this. If our community works
together to fulfil the vision, it can be the catalyst for
the Isle of Man’s continued prosperity.
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We wanted to build
public and private
sector insight into the
economic future for the
Isle of Man. This insight is
now being used to inform
strategic decisions and
associated action plans
which maximise our future
economic potential
Hon Laurence Skelly MHK,
Minister for Economic Development

The Research (Jun–Aug 2013)
The aim was to generate as much input and insight from as
wide a business audience as possible:
• 225 questionnaires completed
• Desk research and analysis undertaken
• Sector forecasting with industry bodies
• Further wide policy change consultation across Government
• Workshops with over 80 industry leading participants
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Executive summary
The Vision2020 analysis indicates that the
Isle of Man’s growth prospects are good:
Projected annual growth rates to 2020

%

National Income (GDP)

3-4

Government Income

1-2

Jobs

0.7 - 1

Growth
Business confidence is strong in the wealth-creating sectors. Market opportunities exist across many sectors in the short and
long term. These are forecast to deliver growth in jobs, turnover and profitability.
While there are always risks to growth, equally the growth rate could potentially be higher – some good prospects in some
emerging sectors have not been included because they are still at an early stage of development.
Government
Ever deeper public/private sector partnership is essential to achieve the projected growth. Government has a vital role in
creating the right environment to support the delivery of economic growth. All Departments must be aligned – this will be
a strategic focus for Government, as will making Government more effective and efficient.
The additional Government income from growth is projected to exceed £50m annually, which is the equivalent of adding
10p to the top rate of income tax. This shows growth can help the Isle of Man maintain low taxes while also maintaining
public services.
Jobs
The growth in the number, range and quality of jobs will offer great employment prospects for residents. This can also
play a key role in addressing the challenges of an ageing population including by helping to maintain dependency ratios.
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The economic mix will continue to change...
CONTRIBUTION OF WEALTH CREATING
SECTORS TO GOVERNMENT INCOME

CONTRIBUTION OF WEALTH CREATING
SECTORS TO Employment

£60m

14%

24%

£50m

CONTRIBUTION OF WEALTH CREATING
SECTORS TO GDP

25%

2010

2010

£40m

10%
65%

£30m
62%

£20m
£10m
Emerging
Sectors

Established
Sectors

Financial
Services

Emerging Sectors

Financial Sector

Financial Sector

Established Sectors

Established Sectors

20%

27%

£0

Emerging Sectors

33%

2020

2020
58%

2010
2020

9%
53%

Financial Services
•

Financial services and professional services will remain the largest wealth generating economic sector for the Isle of Man, but there will be changes. Banking and some elements of traditional
financial services will contract as global businesses rationalise and international transparency standards are widely implemented.

•

We will continue the move from traditional offshore to inpatriate and expatriate markets for the mass affluent, corporate and high net worth individuals. This will result in fewer, but higher value
customers with a higher expectation of service and product needs.

•

Professional services have the opportunity to provide higher value multiple solutions as the world’s economy recovers and internationalisation is required.

•

Insurance and long term savings are set to grow steadily as more transparent, internationally compliant and regulated products become key.

Established Sectors
•

Manufacturing will be important here, principally in the aerospace and optics/coatings clusters.

•

The visitor economy offers good growth potential. It is also vital to supporting the wider economy as current and prospective residents increasingly expect a high quality of life including distinctive
culture and arts, good leisure services and transport links.

•

High-quality local food and drink can make an important contribution if it can move to higher-value products sold to residents, visitors and export customers through effective marketing.
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...and our workforce must adapt

current

Management

Management

Professional

Professional

Technical

Technical

Clerical
Jobs
‘automated’

Clerical

Jobs
‘off-shored’

future

Management
Professional
Technical
Clerical
Jobs
‘automated’

Jobs
‘off-shored’

To adapt our economy to the 2020 world, our workforce will need to adapt. We will
need ever-more skilled, specialist – and well-paid – workers, for example in Information
and Communication Technology (ICT), engineering and corporate financial services.

Emerging Sectors
•

e-business is projected to provide over 90% of the growth in Emerging Sectors. Of this, Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is projected to deliver two thirds of the jobs.

•

Energy offers great potential, especially wind, wave, tidal and natural gas. Of this, only wind energy has been included in the projections as the other areas are still under development.

•

Other emerging sectors – such as biomedical – offer great potential but are not included for the same reason.

All Wealth-Creating Sectors
•

Small to medium sized enterprises have been a key source of growth over the last decade and this is forecast to increase. As a result, the Isle of Man must increasingly be an attractive place for
entrepreneurs and their families to live as well as a great place to grow their businesses.

Figures based on Vision2020 research and National Income Report 2011/2012; Digest of Social Economic Statistics 2013; Isle of Man Census 2011
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Vision2020
The overall Vision is for the Isle of Man to be:
• An international business centre of excellence – we must be able to compete with the best in our chosen sectors
• A transparent international business partner – countries, companies and individuals guard their brands;
we want them to see the Isle of Man as a partner they can feel proud of
• An incubator for innovation – speed has value and so we can use our small size to good effect
• A skilled technology centre – our ability to use technology and particularly ICT will be critical to our success
• Secure and safe – our commitment to safety and security within a free and democratic society for both for
individuals and businesses remains a vital part of the Isle of Man’s appeal.
• Quality of life – a unique and beautiful place to live and work to allow individuals to reach their full potential.

Our sources of
investment and growth
are changing. Our sectors and
the customers that they service
are changing. Both the private
and the public sectors must
therefore rise to the challenge
of meeting their needs
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Vision2020 comprises the following strategies:

Clients First

Tech Isle

Even with the economic shift, financial
services will remain our number one
economic sector in a safe, transparent
and reputable centre

With ICT (Information and
Communication Technology)
becoming our number one source
of growth, we need to rapidly expand
our e-business capabilities and
reputation worldwide

Destination Island
We need to make the Island much
more attractive for the visitors,
residents and investors who represent
our target audience.

Distinctive local food
and drink
We should support flourishing
businesses to reliably supply locally
produced staple and artisanal
products, profitably exporting and
contributing to a local food culture

Manufacturing centre
of excellence

Offshore energy hub

We will need to provide the skills,
infrastructure and costs needed to
support this growing hi-tech sector

We will need to maximise the
potential benefits from offshore wind,
tidal, gas and other energy sources
in our waters

Isle of Enterprise

International Partner

We need to ensure that we offer
an attractive business climate for
entrepreneurs to invest, work and
create jobs

We should deepen international
political, regulatory and business links
with key target countries
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

Clients First
Protecting and enhancing
our biggest economic sector
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The Isle of Man will build on its existing reputation and
prepare for a world where retail and sophisticated investors
can place their money with confidence, with experts they can
trust and in an environment which meets their needs

The volatility in the global financial markets
means that we will continue to exist in an
uncertain world up to 2020. Whilst there are
indications of a manufacturing led recovery,
the need for global governments to replenish
fiscal reserves and thereby levy taxes means the
road to full recovery will be long. With this need
to maximise the exchequer take, the move to
global transparency will reduce the size of the
offshore market in real terms though the need for
international security and professional services will
remain strong.
Against this backdrop, the financial shock
which impacted on consumer confidence and
highlighted the need to regulate those who
run businesses, as well as the rights of those
who place their confidence in them, has meant
the expectations of the consumer are forever
changed. The behaviour and actions of previous
decades will be replaced with regimes to protect
the vulnerable which will constrain those with

wealth and more sophisticated needs. Our future
opportunity lies in the ability to evolve and solve
the problems of tomorrow and not just to address
the historic issues which the world reacts to today.
Globally, the loss of confidence in where to
place wealth – and whether wealth itself will be
safe – is an opportunity which the Isle of Man will
seek to grasp.
The Isle of Man is already renowned as an
international business centre, but there will be
a future niche in the market for international
clients who need a safe, transparent, secure and
reputable haven for their wealth and increasingly
themselves. Our simple tax regime is already
attractive but a reputation for delivering customer
focused outcomes will greatly amplify our
attractiveness to investors looking to plan ahead.
The Isle of Man will be seen as an exemplar
of stability, security and transparency but still
embrace the concept we hold so dear; the
Freedom to Flourish.

Update consumer protection schemes
Be synonymous with quality
Drive increased quality & professionalism
Review consumer protection
Drive pragmatic & appropriate regulation
Embrace different business models
Create regime for sophisticated clients
Update legislation to international benchmark
Create transparent reporting regime
Protect & enhance taxation regime
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Tech Isle
Capitalising on our number one source of growth
The Isle of Man will be known as
a leading centre for innovative SMEs
to relocate and grow due to its:

plus providing short courses to
thousands of ICT workers from the
UK and beyond.

• excellent infrastructure
(telecoms, electricity and data
hosting),

Government will need to have
changed radically too. Many
citizens and businesses will expect
to conduct their business online.

• supportive financial and
professional services, and
• tax advantages, both for the
business, its intellectual property
(IP) and its owners who are
increasingly choosing to live
here.
Typically, these businesses
will employ 10 to 50 staff with
skills in ICT systems design and
development, marketing, finance,
customer service and management.
They will be skilled, flexible
professionals. They will tend to start
small and grow fast – so access to
skilled workers is key to growth.
Meeting these skills needs will
be a huge challenge. It requires a
greater alignment of the school and
further education curricula with the
needs of the economy. The Manx
Education Foundation will also
prove to be a key part of meeting
the skills challenge. Its International
Centre for Technology will aim for
large numbers of full-time students

The level of data usage on the
Isle of Man will have grown by
a factor of over 100 since 2013.
This will lead to rapid growth in
the number and quality of data
centres, so much so that the Island
will be recognised as a leading
European data hub. Data centres
require huge amounts of electricity,
so the MEA’s high-user tariff and
excellent reliability continue to be
key competitive advantages. Also
a third self-healing ring connecting
the Isle of Man to Dublin will give
greater resilience and competition
- and bandwidth prices have fallen
significantly.
E-gaming will continue to be a
major part of the e-business sector.
It is fair to say that it was the catalyst
for investment in ICT infrastructure
and skills, which other e-business
niches will benefit from.

The Isle of Man will become an open
operating system designed to offer
the perfect platform for businesses to
provide online services worldwide

Rewriting of the school curriculum
Supportive financial and professional services
Excellent infrastructure
Tax advantage for the business and its owners
Niche businesses providing online services
Skilled technical professionals
Continued investment to prevent and detect e-crime
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MANUFACTURING

Manufacturing centre of excellence
Hi-tech is high priority in the 2020 world
Since Economy 2014, manufacturing has steadily
become more recognised locally as a hi-tech,
growing industry offering diverse, well-paid careers.
In the years to 2020, manufacturing will be front
and centre of the Isle of Man’s economic vision.
One of the Island’s true successes has been its
‘cluster’ approach allowing for shared knowledge,
resource and synergy to achieve higher value.
The aerospace engineering cluster – including
airframe design, ejector seats, engine parts,
undercarriages, aviation maintenance – is
recognised worldwide and has already been
joined by a new cluster of businesses with
expertise in synthetic diamonds, optics and
coatings.
Other manufacturers are succeeding in diverse
niches such as bespoke bathroom/kitchens,
thermostatic controls for kettles, electronic controls,
diving equipment and body composition monitors.

Aligned with our appeal to high net worth individuals,
the Island also operates in the super-luxury sphere with
niche watch and clockmakers working at the highest
quality and value.
Future growth will be driven by skills and financial
assistance. To achieve the skilled workforce required,
Government has invested in a major Centre of
Excellence for manufacturing training. This Centre
is linked to UK universities to meet the diverse skills
needed.
Capital investment is needed to enable Isle of Man
businesses to achieve world-class products and flexible
financial partnerships with Government will be needed
to ensure the Island remains competitive.
Competitive infrastructure costs will be an underlying
feature of growth, as will tactical inward investment
and the potential to develop technology parks to
match our aspirations.

Thriving sector with clear strategies
Reputation for manufacturing excellence
Holistic inward investment offer
Attractive finance packages
Exemplary engineering training academy
Strong links with international universities
World class technology parks
Favourable tax environment

Manufacturing is at
the core of the Isle
of Man’s success story.
Our collaborative, cluster
approach is matched by
useful incentives, skilled
people and practical support
from Government
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RENEWABLE ENERGY

Offshore energy hub
Harnessing the future waves of power
The Isle of Man has a combination of advantages
for the development of clean energy businesses
which are difficult to find elsewhere:
•   Good natural resources including wind, tidal and
near shore wave energy power
• Shallow water depth and central location in the
Irish Sea allows “cost effective” generation for
export to the UK
• Substantial potential for natural gas in our waters
• Central location in the Irish Sea could also
provide an energy interconnector hub for
movement of renewable energy from North to
South and West to East

The Isle of Man can be a viable
hub for offshore energy, creating
diverse jobs ranging from working on
offshore energy platforms, to financial
and professional services

The Isle of Man owns the seabed up to 12 nautical miles
from its shore. The Irish Sea contains excellent wind and
marine renewable as well as hydrocarbon energy resources
which make the Isle of Man territorial seas a valuable asset for
commercial development
As a result, the Isle of Man can be a viable hub for offshore
energy, creating diverse jobs ranging from working on
offshore energy platforms, to financial and professional
services.
Furthermore, the Island’s precision manufacturing sector
can deliver the requirements of many offshore clean
technology businesses, providing another synergy between
sectors. Other advantages and opportunities include:
•   All international Intellectual Property treaties are applicable in
the Isle of Man offering maximum protection for innovation
•   The Island’s sole electricity provider, the Manx Electricity
Authority is also able to provide test facilities for generation and
fuel experimentation as well as technical personnel to advise
how projects can integrate with a national electricity network
•   Following the Island’s proven cluster approach, a clean
technology cluster can be encouraged with a public/private
forum to encourage growth in this sector
•   Excellent electricity infrastructure and good integration into
the UK national grid

Developed infrastructure
Future access to UK renewable incentives
Potential to be energy hub for British Isles
Flexible leasing and licencing
Targeted marketing to key customers
Base for operation & maintenance
Integrated marine spatial plan
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Destination Island
Attracting the people who matter
Nowhere is the overlap of sector success more prominent than the
potential for our visitor economy and its contribution to our primary sectors.
With space to breathe and room to grow, the Island can use its natural
beauty to attract the entrepreneurs and high net worth individuals who will in
turn drive growth in our wealth creating sectors.
By offering high quality retail, hospitality and leisure services, the Isle of Man
can encourage visitors and residents alike. Alongside good transport links,
these encourage the strong visitor economy needed to attract investment
and service excellence in our hotels, pubs, shops and restaurants.
This lifestyle advantage, alongside our unique culture and heritage will be
an essential pillar of our overall proposition.

Diverse authentic experiences
Service and product quality excellence
Targeted marketing
Unique cultural settings
Infrastructure and investment
Co-ordinated destination management
Accessibility
Natural environment

The Isle of Man offers high quality
and unique experiences for visitors
and residents within a stunning and
globally significant landscape. A place
which provides a true source of inspiration
where distinctive local character is
maintained and celebrated. The Island
has an unrivalled reputation for outdoor
adventure, heritage and culture with a yearround programme of events, headlined by
the world renowned TT races

ISLE OF MAN. WHERE YOU CAN
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RETAIL & PRODUCE

Distinctive local
food and drink
Adding value to the Island’s produce
The expansion of the quality produce sector indicates the potential
for future success and the creation of an important growth sector in the
Island’s economy.
This is a sector in which private and public sector partnerships will be
essential, as will a collaborative approach between producers to capitalise
on scale and export opportunities.
Looking ahead, supported market research will identify growth
opportunities and trends. Over the last few years, the Isle of Man’s
producers have begun to challenge the former commodity and price-led
markets with better quality and less price-sensitive products. This trend
towards artisan produce with outstanding provenance will continue to
offer further opportunities for Isle of Man producers.
For food and drink export to create sustainable growth, one of the
most important factors will be to create reliable supply chains and a
well-trained, informed workforce operating in a carefully managed
countryside.

Profitable export growth
Effective distribution networks
Reliable and consistent quality goods
Authentic and identifiable
Value added product development
Dedicated business development
Working in partnership with industry
Growth of local food and drink culture

Flourishing businesses reliably supply locally-produced
staple and artisanal products, profitably exporting and
contributing to a local food culture celebrated and valued
by residents, visitors, retailers and the hospitality sector
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Enterprise Island
Providing the platform for success
In a competitive world, location can be a key advantage. Over the next few years, the
Isle of Man must provide an environment which is itself a meaningful advantage to new
enterprises. That will make the Island a location of choice for entrepreneurs.
Government is at the heart of creating this environment. Our radical shift in education
towards a more ICT capable workforce over the last decade has established the platform
for continued progress towards 2020. Business incubator facilities will be needed to help
entrepreneurs to realise commercial ideas, while incentives and financial support will help
to fuel start-ups and growth. The Island’s continued ability to enact primary legislation
with relative speed will help us to respond to new sector opportunities.

The Isle of Man is a place where small to medium sized
businesses can flourish through the provision of a high quality,
value-added continuum of public and private sector support, a place
that has, at its heart, entrepreneurship, enterprise and innovation
Enterprise initiatives
Small business advice
Incubator facilities
More diverse funding models for start-ups
Tax, regulatory and intellectual property incentives
Marketing support
Entrepreneurship, creativity & innovation in school curriculum
Celebrate entrepreneurship
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International
Partner
Transparent, responsible, cooperative and trusted
As the world gets smaller, the opportunities get bigger. A partnership
approach is essential for success in the bigger opportunity world of
2020. With specialised knowledge, niche products and services and
world class professionalism, the Isle of Man is the perfect partner for
other economies of the future.
In order to thrive, the Island must not only keep pace with
the changing standards, but must continue as a leader in
adopting international standards. This will require vigilance
and effort.
To be fully integrated with the international market,
the Island will need to develop better links, networks
and representation as well as our language base.

Safe and secure
Reputation for reliability and responsibility
Co-operative partner
Aligned PR and media approach

The Isle of Man is a leading business centre
at the forefront of international standards.
Our long-standing policy of positive engagement
with international initiatives and regulations
means that the Island is a trusted, professional and
cosmopolitan partner regionally, with the UK and
with the international business community

Local resources in target markets
UK regional strategy
		EU acceptability
International acceptance in regulatory/taxation
Relevant languages
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Working together to deliver
Vision2020
Government takes seriously its role to support
sustainable growth. This will involve the right
scope and structure of Government and above
all a business-friendly culture.
Priorities for Government include:
• A long-term tax strategy – will be essential
to ensure business certainty. Our tax
advantages remain vital to winning business
in many of our key sectors and continuity is
crucial
• Education/skills development – we need
to better align education/skills development
provision and work permit policy with the
needs of our economy
• Partnership working – we need to use
public/private sector forums to facilitate
strategy development and implementation
• Entrepreneurship – much of our growth
in recent years has been driven by
entrepreneurs and smaller businesses. We
need to support and target these much
more explicitly

•

•

•

•

Marketing and business development – will
be essential for raising awareness of brand
‘Isle of Man’ – then allow industry experts to
sell their own products and services
Communication – our economy is now
diverse and complex. An increased level
of economic literacy would increase the
effectiveness of our strategies
Customer focussed approach – and
reduced bureaucracy from Government will
be essential
Infrastructure development – to facilitate
growth, including for ICT, leisure, town
centres, air and sea links.

Resources to
support growth
The Government’s Department of Economic
Development along with other Government
departments and the private sector have developed
many detailed sector strategies – yet these alone are
not enough to achieve growth.
Key to success will be:
•

A clear ‘plain English’ Vision for what our
economy will look like, which both the public and
private sectors are committed to delivering

•

Integrated, cross-Government growth targets,
both annual and long-term as we deliver the
vision

•

Integrated public/private action plans to achieve
those targets

•

Clear governance to ensure appropriate
coordination and political oversight of both policy
and delivery

Further detailed information and resources to
support the delivery of the economic vision can be
found at www.whereyoucan.com
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Minister’s
closing remarks

Hon Laurence Skelly MHK,
Minister for Economic Development

I believe Vision2020 sets out a compelling
vision for the Isle of Man’s economic future. I
am committed to working with both the private
sector and my colleagues in Government to
achieving it.
Phrases like ‘public/private partnership’ roll
easily off the tongue but we could not have
created highly successful clusters such as
aerospace, e-gaming, yacht and corporate
jet management without real and deep
cooperation between a range of private sector
businesses and Government bodies.
Successful delivery therefore requires joint
commitment to the vision and the required
actions, both now and in the years ahead. My

Department has engaged closely with the
private sector and colleagues in Government
to develop the vision and associated plans.
We have joint public/private bodies which will
oversee their delivery.
We will be judged by delivery of results,
not our intent. My Department will ensure
that information is made available about the
performance of the economy so that our
delivery can be judged particularly by results.
We will need to take informed risks if we are to
fulfil our opportunities, create employment and
maintain job security. I believe the Isle of Man
has the capability and courage to do so.

This document focuses on how
to grow the economy. We will be
judged by delivery not our intent. I am fully
committed to working with both the private
sector and businesses to achieve this aim

Department of Economic Development
St George’s Court, Upper Church Street
Douglas, Isle of Man IM1 1EX, British Isles
Tel: + 44 (0)1624 686400

www.whereyoucan.com

